INTRODUCTION

Energetic electron intensities at large geocentric distances in
Recently, the earth-orbiting Imp 7 and Imp 8 spacecraft have afforded a further opportunity to study simultaneously the properties of plasma waves and particles, the local magnetic fields, and the very energetic particle component in the some of the energetic electron anisotropies observed in conjunction with the acceleration regions identified by Frank et al. [1976] . In the present paper we give more detailed analyses of our observations in the distant plasma sheet, including specific features of intensities, energy spectra, and pitch angle distributions of the very energetic electrons associated with intense plasma particle events (50 eV _< E _< 45 keV)detected with University of Iowa electrostatic analyzers. In a companion paper we report on observations in the magnetotail boundary layer.
INSTRUMENTATION
The Caltech EIS aboard Imp 8 is schematically illustrated in 
/
In this paper we shall make primary use of counting rates from an instrument mode termed 'wide geometry.' This particular mode consists of count rates from particles which pass through the thin (•3.2 mg cm -•') mylar window of the telescope, trigger detector DO, and then stop in the stack before triggering D 10 or D 11. Although both electrons and protons are counted in this mode, we use it because of its large geometric factor and hence improved counting statistics. By using the other simultaneous detection capabilities of the narrow geometry it has been determined that protons ordinarily make a relatively minor contribution to the counting rates presented requires the triggering of D7 without triggering DO, D1, D3, D4, D5, D10, or D ll. This mode is used to monitor the background due to the neutral radiation components such as gamma rays and neutrons which interact in the detector stack after being generated by the nuclear interaction of high-energy cosmic rays in the spacecraft.
For the absolute electron intensities presented in this paper we have used the neutral analysis and narrow geometry detection modes of the ElS to subtract the proton, neutral, and cosmic ray nuclei contributions to the wide geometry counting rates. The response properties of relevance for this study are summarized in Table 1 Of particular note is the high degree of insensitivity of the PHA data to electron pileup. For conditions of high intensities and steep energy spectra it is possible for count rates in thick detectors to be due to twofold or threefold coincidences of stopping electrons of energy well below the normal detection :!:The electron response functions rise gradually to peak efficiency above the threshold energy. The effective passbands and geometric factors are chosen to correspond to values least sensitive to spectral changes for a wide range of spectral forms.
angle of the detector system. For cone angles below •-50 ø, pitch angles near 0 ø do not fall within the detector aperture at all. Regions where cone angle effects are important will be pointed out when observations are presented.
DEFINITION OF THE DATA SET
The data used in this study were drawn from three experiments aboard Imp 8. The principal data were those obtained with the Caltech EIS as described in the prev, ious section. Also used were magnetic field data and plasma data.
The It has been a goal of this study to compare flux enhancements of electrons of E >• 200 key as revealed by the EIS with plasma events as seen in the E-t spectrograms. As a somewhat flexible working definition of a plasma 'event' therefore we have adopted the following: a distinct relatively detached region in the E-t spectrogram for electrons in which the differential Lepedea intensity rises to at least -,1(7 counts s -x for some energy above 100 e¾. Since counting rates near 100 e¾ are usually To assess the appropriateness of a power law description of the energy spectrum, we have studied the detailed EIS pulse height analysis data. Resulting electron differential energy spectra for a sampling of periods preceding and during the main intensity enhancement on March 24 are shown in Figure  4 . As was discussed in the instrumentation section, we have found it most suitable to use single-parameter analysis and restrict detailed spectral analysis to channel groupings generally corresponding to the range 160 keV •< E •< 2 MeV. We have also subtracted from all data shown a gamma ray induced background spectrum which was established from a 3-day average obtained during an extended quiet time period in late 1973. The background spectrum ordinarily contributes < 1% of the counting rate in the lower energy intervals, but it often does contribute significantly (10-20%) for the energy intervals with E • 1 MeV. A detailed laboratory calibration + 0.1. Inspection of the data appears to confirm the quality of the fit to the PHA data in Figure 4 . To resolve this question, we have studied spectra for shorter subintervals in this time period and have found that the spectrum has a distinct break at •500 keV and is formed by a low-energy portion going as E -6 and a high-energy portion going as E -•"7. This results in an anomalously high integral response for E >• 1 MeV (i.e., in D01*). Thus the ratio D01*/D0* is large and predicts a harder spectrum.
It is our conclusion therefore that the energetic electrons in the range 160 keV to •2 MeV are ordinarily distributed according to a power law in energy. For limited periods this is not true, and a two-part spectrum is observed with a distinct break at •500 keV. This appears to be a feature seen more commonly in the boundary layer and fireball regions and is under further investigation. Finally, as the exemplary spectrum for 1240-1255 UT demonstrates, the energetic electron spectra become Very soft (with 3' > 7) at the peak intensity periods.
We return once again to the information contained in Here C represents the number of counts obtained in the azimuthal (½) direction, while Co is the ommidirectional or spinaveraged number of counts. The terms within the brackets represent the degree of directional intensity modulation. The middle term in the brackets of (1) represents first-order modulation, which we identify as unidirectional streaming of particles (ordinarily along magnetic field lines). The parameter/x• is the phase angle (in the coordinate ½) at which the intensity is a maximum, while the parameter S represents the relative streaming amplitude. The final term in the brackets of (1) represents second-order modulation. This may ordinarily be of the bidirectional variety (a field-aligned or 'cigar' distribution) with equal maxima in intensity along the positive and negative B field directions, or it may be the bimodal variety (a 'pancake' distribution) with a maximum intensity perpendicular to the local field line and axisymmetric about this line. Once again, A•. is the second-order modulation phase angle, and K represents the relative modulation amplitude of the pancake or cigar distribution. For measurement of complete isotropy there is no modulation, so that the parameters S and K are equal to zero and C(½) = Co. Isotropic, bimodal, and bidirectional distributions all indicate a strong mirror point magnetic field geometry in order that such symmetric distributions be maintained. The pancake distribution in particular is associated with trapped or pseudo-trapped particle populations on closed field lines.
Least squares fits assuming the form of (1) The general shape and character of the flux profile in Figure  5 suggests similarities to the primary enhancement of day 83 shown in Figure 3 . The second panel of Figure 5 shows that the analogy extends also to the energy spectrum of the electrons, since the spectral ratio D01*/D0* implies that 'r >• 6.5. In other enhancements on day 96, 2 •< 'y •< 5, which has been noted to be more typical of the plasma sheet. Figure 6 shows several differential energy spectra for the period encompassing the primary intensity enhancement on April 6. The spectra are derived from the EIS pulse height analysis data in the same fashion described for those shown in Previous work [Baker and Stone, 1976; Frank et al., 1976] has also shown that the energetic electrons in this region have much different pitch angle distributions from those ordinarily witnessed in the plasma sheet. In the third and fourth panels of The spectra shown in Figure 10b for 1240-1255, 1255-1310, and 1625-1640 UT are fit much better by a simple power law, as is also commonly the case in the typical plasma sheet environment. The 3`, and PHA indices agree well in these examples also. We are devoting further study to this spectral character in the fireball regions (which has also been observed in boundary layer acceleration events).
For the magnetotail data studied most intensively to date, i.e., the 1974 Imp 8 data, one other region of the type described here ( spectrum at E ,• 500 keV. This does not appear to be commonly observed in the typical plasma sheet flux enhancements.
DISCUSSION
The energetic electron characteristics seen most commonly in the current study (which we have therefore called typical) are similar to those reported in previous studies, many of which were made at lower energies. The instrumentation used in this work has offered a number of observational advantages over many previous studies, including inherently low background, large geometric factors, excellent species identification, good angular distribution measurement capability, and availability of high resolution of differential intensities. Concurrent plasma and magnetic field data which were available in this study are indispensible for a complete picture of the complex phenomena in the magnetotail.
The intense electron bursts lasting tens of minutes to hours appear to have properties in significant contrast to the typical plasma sheet situation. These bursts are seen to have extremely Only in the fireball regions does the strong energetic electron streaming observed seem consistent with the open field lines expected in a field line reconnection model. The variability of the intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV also appears consistent with lack of confinement of the particles, i.e., with their relatively rapid escape from a source region past the spacecraft, probably into the interplanetary medium. The energy spectra observed during times of tailward streaming have a two-part character possibly consistent with two electron populations. We are studying this further to see if these spectra indicate active local acceleration to several hundred keV in energy combined with an ambient relatively hard spectrum above •500 keV. Our data currently suggest that this may be so, since the typical plasma sheet spectrum appears to be one continuous spectrum, i.e., that of a single electron population following a simple power law distribution. The very intense bursts also appear to be one electron population but with a much softer spectrum.
A question of considerable importance is how electrons in the magnetotail are accelerated to hundreds of keV in energy.
As the above discussion of the fireball observations indicated, the suggestion has been provisionally made that magnetic field line merging is the ultimate energy source for the hot plasmas and energetic electrons in the magnetotail. This same basic mechanism has been postulated as an acceleration mechanism operating on the solar surface, in other planetary magnetospheres, and even in the interplanetary medium. In most of the forms in which the field line merging mechanism is discussed, however, the potential differences postulated in the magnetotail models are of the order of tens of kilovolts but not hundreds or thousands of kilovolts. Consequently, the possibility that resonant wave-particle interactions produce the energization observed in the distant magnetotail should be considered.
Gurnett et al. [1976] have described the types of plasma waves observed with instrumentation on Imp 8 for the period under discussion in this study. Three types of noise are detected: (1) broadband electrostatic emissions (10 Hz to 1 kHz; 50 #V/m to 5 mV/m) observed at the edges of the plasma sheet and in regions of large plasma bulk flows, (2) whistler mode magnetic noise bursts (10-300 Hz; 100 m•') observed near the neutral sheet and in regions with large magnetic field gradients near the edge of the plasma sheet, i.e., generally in the same region as the largest broadband electrostatic noise intensities, and (3) narrow band electrostatic emissions near harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency observed very infrequently by Imp 8 in the magnetotail.
Gurnett et al. [1976] have suggested that the broadband electrostatic noise and the magnetic noise bursts may be produced by current-driven instabilities or other sources of plasmafree energy such as particle anisotropies. They have also pointed out the possibility that the observed plasma wave turbulence could be intense enough to produce the anomalous resistivity required in models of field line merging. On the other hand, it is suggested that the narrow band electrostatic electron cyclotron emissions might be responsible for the accelebration ot • electrons to the energies (E •> 200 keV) described in this study through Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance interactions.
The broadband electrostatic noise and the magnetic noise bursts are observed to be particularly intense in the heart of the fireball region, e.g., at •1100 UT on April 18, 1974. However, the electron cyclotron emissions are not detected at this particular time. Since the strong plasma jetting, plasma heating, and intense energetic electron streaming (along with atypical electron energy spectra) suggest active particle acceleration, specifically electron energization to several hundred kilovolts, it may be that the broadband electrostatic noise is resonantly interacting with the electrons to produce the observed acceleration.
The largest intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV which we observe with Imp 8 in the distant magnetotail have properties quite distinct from those in the fireball region. These intense events are associated with extremely hot plasmas on closed field lines. An example which we have discussed in detail, viz., the April 6 event, is precisely concurrent with the detection of intense narrow band electron cyclotron emissions as reported by Gurnett et al. This suggests the possibility that the electron cyclotron waves, when present, also interact efficiently with the quasi-trapped electrons which are present on the closed field lines of the plasma sheet. Thus these relatively rare cyclotron emissions may produce the atypically high-intensity spectrally soft energetic electrons which have been described here. More detailed analysis of other events and modeling of the waveparticle interactions will help clarify the role of the plasma waves in the acceleration, redistribution in pitch angle, and loss processes of the very energetic electrons.
